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INTRODUCTION

DATA AND FINDINGS
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Yoga is a familiar exercise people do to improve their
physical strength and become aware of their own nature.

The keypoint positions (the positions of joints) and connections are stored in JSON files in an output
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possible.

Many people practice it because there is significant evidence

folder as a large array of data. The data is then normalized, as different images have different sizes.
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cause various side effects such as ankle sprain, stiff neck, and
muscle pulls (Arushi 2018). Thus, correcting a person’s yoga

The purpose of normalization is to make the data easier to use. After normalization, the data is well
prepared. For example, the data of one image looks like this (coordinates x, y, confidence):
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To solve this problem, the software classifier OpenPose (a
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tool to determine if the pose is correct or not) from Github is
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used to help identify incorrect forms of yoga poses.
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Specifically, a technique called pose estimation is used, which
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connected with lines. With this structure, keypoint positions
can be extracted. Using a machine learning algorithm, it is
possible to identify if the position is correct or not.

Figure 1: Data showing 2D coordinates
of keypoints of the model pictured

Figure 2: Keypoint positions identified for correct and incorrect
upward facing dog and plank poses. D (Cao 2017) (Simon
2017) (Wei 2018) (Knoi 2018) (Motz 2014)
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CONCLUSIONS, ANALYSIS, AND NEXT STEPS
The findings show a clear difference between correct and incorrect

The best result will be measured after the training is

collected data by taking labeled images of correct and incorrect yoga poses from existing datasets. After transferring the images

poses. The pose estimation algorithm was run on both the chair pose

done. First, I plan to write the source code in python

into my computer, an existing pose estimation program--OpenPose--is used to output the positions of joints as 2D coordinates and

and the plank pose. In the chair pose, the neck should be straight and

and use it on a laptop computer with GPU to compile

the connections of the joints as vectors). Using the existing data, it is easy compare and contrast the traits of correct and incorrect

aligned with the body while the eyes are facing forward. Also, the two

and run it. Using the data, the machine learning

arms should be parallel and invisible when looking from the left or

algorithm can be run with the compiled code to extract

right. In contrast, most incorrect poses have eyes facing upward and

features and get the best result.

Existing datasets of correct and incorrect yoga poses were collected from images on a yoga journal online. The researcher

poses.

After this, a machine learning classifier will be built to learn a way to classify the
correct and incorrect poses and it is building in progress. Specifically, the classification algorithm will be trained from data. The researcher labeled each training image as correct or incorrect. For the two kinds of exercises that appear later
in this paper, the researcher will find the probability for getting the position right or
wrong. Then, the machine learning algorithm called anomaly detection is

Figure 3: How to build software using pose
implemented. If the probability is smaller than a certain value, then the pose can be estimation to correct improper yoga poses?
considered incorrect. From the data implemented, the computer can perform a simple regression to find a function that determines
if it is true or false. Once the data is trained, a test set can be made to test the accuracy of the training (to prevent overfitting, which
means that a function fits the existing data well but cannot find patterns given a new set of data).

have an angle between the neck and the torso. In the plank pose, the

Next steps include building a phone application that

body should be in a straight line, parallel to the ground, and the upper

can monitor people’s poses when taking a photo. The

and the lower handling the body should be in 90 degrees. While in the

user can put the phone in almost anywhere to use this

incorrect pose, it is clear that the whole body (torso and legs) is

app. Then, the user can use the self-capture function to

inclined in a upside-down V-shape. Also, the upper and lower arms

do it.

are not at 90 degrees.
In the future, the results will be evaluated by a machine learning
algorithm; therefore, the training accuracy of the algorithm will be
measured in the future. That is to say, the percentage of images that
are classified as the same as the initial label will be recorded as an
evaluation of my experiment.

Figure 4:
Future goals
are to create a
mobile app
for greater
portability.

